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We proudly present the first edition of ambient & down tempo series called 8, where eight

outstanding worldwide techno producers expanded their capabilities and imagination to deliver a

magnificent story.

Garduno's dub lullaby sounds like a spell crafted in the dessert. Full of wisdom, it is the key to

enter multiple censorial dimensions. 

Stndrd's Chroma is a universe where sci elements and lfo movement are tested to create a

spinning twisted voyage to our source of energy.

Jablonski Hygieia's Chalice, feels like diving into the void, crackled by tension. Feels like a frozen

cave, full of sorrow, a march for the dead.

Arnaud Le Texier delivers Thelemic, like a drop of water, expanding in the middle of a huge

Lagoon, cleaning and healing. A seismic bass turning into a ray of light.

Residual Effect is like spider web, layers and texture in every single space within the deep stereo. A

groovie wave of randomness and brave exploration by Master Kessell.

Kølpøs E.X.O.N feels ancient and futuristic, an amazing arrangement that gives proper place to

every element of this down tempo mantric adventure.

FU-5, Alpha 51 brings a melting experience, stretched audio and random sequences that allow

you to get lost in sounds without a beat to hold to. 

Pyramidal Decode beyond any comfort zone crafted Autre, the last ingredient of this series, to

generate a magnetic effect in waves of voltage.



Born and raised in Mexico, Ricardo Garduno, is no stranger to the global Techno industry. Founder of
Illegal Alien Records in 2007, one of the most respectable Techno imprints in the world to date, based
in Mexico and currently runs it along, Dig-it, DJ Saint Pierre, Fixon, Fixeer, Mari Mattham and Unkle
Fon.

He has many successful productions released on some of the most reputable Techno labels such as,
Warm Up, Plus 8, Nachtstrom Schallplatten, Attic Music, Intacto and Machine Box just to name a few.

Ricardo Garduno it's an artist that constantly search for music inspiration, working on few other
projects, he is getting ideas and putting them together on his creations, always exploring sounds and
express himself in many ways, crating different types of Productions, that involve, textures, melodies,
rawness, hypnotism and anything that inspires him and help him to make his music.

The present is great but he also believes that there is still many objectives that need to be achieve, as
an Artist and also for the Label, alongside his Illegal Alien Team.

 

https://www.beatport.com/artist/ricardo-garduno/75975/tracks
https://soundcloud.com/ricardogardunomusic
https://www.instagram.com/ricardo_garduno_official/


Diogo Lopes aka STNDRD , started his techno Journey in 2018 with some releases as STNDRD and
Simbiose .
His music was released in labels such Dynamic Reflection, Children of Tomorrow, Subsist, INNSIGNN,
Selected Records, Analog Section, Warok, Anaøh, and Hxagram.
Part of BAHN· Collective since 2019, right after he moved from Porto to Barcelona, STNDRD has
already played in the legendaries Moog in Barcelona and Industria in Porto, but also crossed the
Pyrenées to show his talent in Suicide Club in Berlin (DE) & Gazette in Cluj (Romania).

 

https://www.beatport.com/artist/stndrd/686280/tracks
https://soundcloud.com/stndrd3333
https://www.instagram.com/stndrdddd/


Michal's passion for techno music started playing with vinyls. The heavy sounds extracted from the
black plastic disc inspired him to do more, to go a step further and create his own music. Since then
he experimented with a lot of genres of electronic music, to find his own path. He sought inspiration
in crowded cities and the correlation of nature with industrialized society. Today, his performances
are consisting entirely of the original productions, where you will find a rich mixture of dense
industrial atmosphere, off beats sounds and dub techno elements driven by energetic kick. Based in
Warsaw, member of Lost in Ether and a life commited to electronic music.

https://www.beatport.com/artist/michal-jablonski/182658/tracks
https://soundcloud.com/michaljablonski
https://www.instagram.com/michaljablonskipl/


Arnaud’s career dates back to 1990 when he began managing record shops and building what is now
a huge archive of knowledge, taste and musical dedication to his name. His residency at Paris’s Queen
and memorable sets around the world perfected Arnaud’s DJ skills, earning him his spot in the
worldwide scene where he continues to this day to be a prominent figure. Since 2006 Arnaud lives in
London where he is a regular DJ at Fabric since 15 years. Arnaud runs Children Of Tomorrow since
2011, a label created by Emmanuel Ternois in 2008. A timeless rawness is the main element of the
label. Arnaud is releasing his own music and confirmed talents such as Terrence Dixon, Oscar Mulero,
ROD, Jonas Kopp, Ryan Elliott, Samuli Kemppi, Zadig, Antigone, Tensal, Exium, Savas Pascalidis, Antonio
De Angelis or Birth Of Frequency. Almost all the releases have been played or charted by artists such
as Ben Klock, Marcel Dettmann, DVS1, Ben Sims, Rodhad, DJ Deep, Chris Liebing or Dave Clarke.
Together with his partners and colleagues Arnaud organises a series of Children Of Tomorrow events
in London & abroad that focus on talent. Since 1999 Arnaud produced different EP’s & remixes for
Soma, Children of Tomorrow, Affin, Chronicle, Materia, Revolt, Emphatic Rec, Syncrophone, Black
Codes Experiments , Cocoon, just to name few. Since 2013 Arnaud is also producing with Antonio De
Angelis under Detect Audio’s alias. Arnaud is one of the true veterans of the London underground
music scene. Having been associated or played at every major techno party over the last ten years,
Arnaud has kept himself at the very forefront of the scene.

https://www.beatport.com/artist/arnaud-le-texier/16336/tracks
https://soundcloud.com/arnaudletexier
https://www.instagram.com/arnaudletexier/


Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Kølpøs has been a producer and sound designer for many years.

This wizard of sounds with few references has managed to be in the spotlight of all techno
lovers.

His first album 2x12 on the German label Nachtstrom Schallplatten which left no one
indifferent, is followed by a 12 inch release 
For Concerns Music and Granulart Recordings called (Hirise)
his most recent vinyl was released at the end of December 2021 for the Argentinian label
(Ucker records).

He has shared nights with Oscar mulero, Ryan elliot, FJAAK .. to name a few.

He is soon to be released on Suara Music.

https://www.beatport.com/artist/klps/563095/tracks
https://soundcloud.com/user-778223081
https://www.instagram.com/kolposmusic/


 
 
 

Kessell is the alter ego of Valentin Corujo, half of the Exium duo, this is his solo project where he

explores the most liquid of his sonic palette. Granulart Recordings is his new label, physical/digital

label focused on the deepest side of techno with dub influences, classic Detroit sound and 90´s

techno, designed both to release his own stuff as well as music from artists that fit the philosophy

of the label. A label where precision and musicality occur hand in hand with the intention of

creating timeless pieces, outside the passage of time, sounds you can enjoy as a delicatessen

over the years. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.beatport.com/artist/kessell/345092/tracks
https://soundcloud.com/kessell
https://www.instagram.com/kesselldj/


Andrés Fusaro, aka FU-5, was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina. From the underground circuit.
His sound search is based on groove and science fiction style concept, also in different
branches of art.
"Music from the psyche" is the concept of his music, created to give and experiment
a sonic journey through intense rhythms and suspenseful environments.

https://www.beatport.com/artist/fu-5/138969/tracks
https://soundcloud.com/fu-5
https://www.instagram.com/fixon_official/


Born and raised in Italy since ‘98, Pyramidal Decode is the pseudonym of a
Techno polyhedral producer.
He started DJing as a young teenager and began producing techno works as
well as playing other more classical instruments.
In 2017 he created Pyramidal Decode releasing his tracks in labels such as
Subsist records, DeadCert rec, Labrynth, Parabola records and many others.
His music is hard to confine in one genre, but it spaces out between ambient
techno and hard industrial. It comes out as a hypnotic trip that he uses to lead
the dancefloor to further places.
2020 and 2021 have been years of major evolution in Pyramidal Decode’s
production, he released his works on Axis, Edit Select, Modularz, Dynamic
Reflection, B55, Hard Tools rec, and more.

https://www.beatport.com/artist/pyramidal-decode/593840
https://soundcloud.com/pyramidal-track
https://www.instagram.com/pyramidal_decode/

